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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a case study of media reporting about medical technology issues. We discuss two incidents involving human error with medical devices that resulted in infant deaths, and their relevance for the medical device design and mobile health communities. Our analysis into the language and discourses of news reporting shows that the news narratives of these incidents emphasise human aspects of the error and neglect device issues. Better design is not conceptualised as an option in these narratives, even when systemic issues are discussed in relation to errors with devices. However, there is a possibility for better design solutions if practitioners are aware of the discursive construction of errors, including how critical incidents are framed and developed in news discourse.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.3 Life and Medical Sciences (e.g., Health)
J.5 Arts and Humanities (e.g., Linguistics)

General Terms
Design, Human Factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The media helps drive technology cultures, yet its influence is underexplored within the medical device and mobile health communities. This study presents an analysis of news articles about incidents involving medical error and patient deaths. We examine the news reporting of two infant deaths in hospitals in different countries from the same temporal period using critical discourse analysis (CDA). Both deaths were linked to employee errors in administering medication using medical devices. Print and online news articles were gathered on these cases. We found differences in how the errors were discursively constructed. The first case involved an ‘out by 10’ mathematical error, which was often explained in the news articles as ‘user error’ with an interruption being the only systemic issue mentioned. The second case involved incorrect medication and the focus in that coverage was on workspace, personnel and medication placement changes that would be implemented in order to reduce similar errors in the future.

An important issue for the medical device design and mobile health communities is how, despite the differences in how these narratives frame the error in the news, there was no focus on the devices, their design, or use. Both cases lacked discussion of how poor design/usability could have contributed to the errors or of how improved design could prevent similar errors. Although there is a great deal of research on the issues and implementation of wireless sensors for health monitoring (e.g., [14, 27]), there has been little discussion of operator errors post-implementation. Our analysis suggests that when incidents with devices occur, the discussion in the media and the framing of investigations lacks emphasis on socio-technical systems and human-computer interaction (HCI) issues, including the use, design, and potential for improvement of device design. We assert that this propagates a discourse of technological determinism whereby individuals, organisations, designers, manufacturers, and the media may contribute to a narrative that users (individually or systematically) are responsible for errors and that thinks only of individual or ergonomic refinements rather than how use is impacted by good (and poor) design. This means there is little encouragement from these sources for error reduction improvements in designs and opportunities for designs to be iteratively improved are lost.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The field of health communication is broad, with a long history of examining the dynamics of clinical conversations (e.g., [25]). More recently, there have been studies examining mediated interaction, such as emergency hotline calls (e.g., [10, 20]) and health-oriented online communities (e.g., [9, 19]). A complement to this research has been a focus on media representations of specific health topics (e.g., [4, 17, 18]). A complement to this research has been a focus on media representations of specific health topics (e.g., [4, 17, 18]). A complement to this research has been a focus on media representations of specific health topics (e.g., [4, 17, 18]).

We tie this body of work to that which focuses on design solutions in healthcare technology. In particular, patient safety is a serious technology concern (e.g., [11, 13, 23]). Issues surrounding technology and patient safety cover a wide terrain, including bridging strengths from many disciplines (e.g., computer science, engineering, mathematics, sociology, psychology, linguistics, etc.) to improve devices, clinical practices, and incident reporting.

The language of reporting cultures provides understanding of individual incidents. It also matters to healthcare technologists because it examines:

- the sociocultural environment of medical errors (e.g., real-life use as well as in the larger society where incidents are reported and stories are discussed)
- the linguistic and discursive construction of errors (e.g., whose story is told, where/how are users positioned)
- how the future of medical device design including mobile healthcare can be impacted by ‘human error’ incidents

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Methods

This study uses CDA, a qualitative methodology often used in sociolinguistics. We adopt corpus techniques as described by [1] to enable this. In addition to CDA, we provide supplementary quantitative data, as others using corpora approaches to discourse analysis in the area of health and illness have done [17, 18]. We concentrate on how these incidents are linguistically framed (cf. [21]): examining specific aspects of news discourse, including headlines [2, 7] and noun phrases [6].

The cases examined here were selected because they were critical incidents involving patient safety (infant deaths) and interactive medical devices (infusion pumps) in 2009 with sufficient English language news coverage for analysis. These two incidents are also comparative in that they took place in urban hospitals in Western countries (Canada and the United Kingdom) with publicly-funded health care.

- The first case (n=80 articles) involved a four-month old male infant in the UK who died two days after two nurses infused him with 10 times the prescribed amount of sodium chloride.
- The second case (n=14 articles) involved a six-week old male infant in Canada who died two weeks after pharmacists mixed Humulin R (insulin) rather than Heparin in his IV food (he was one of four premature babies who received the incorrect medication).

News articles were gathered through a combination of LexisNexis, which indexes news articles, and online searches in two countries (Canada and UK) in 2012 and 2013 to maximise the sample size; duplicates, such as wire articles running in multiple newspapers, are counted once.

The cases are referred to as Cases 1 and 2. We made a conscious choice not to use the names of the infants or staff who were involved in the incidents. While these names are part of the public record, we position this research as both sensitive and vulnerable [15] and wish to minimise further harm to those involved and their families. In addition to the infant deaths, nurses were blamed in one of the incidents; we do not want to contribute to a culture of ‘naming, blaming, and shaming’ [12] that some in the medical profession critique [24]. We maintain that this ethical decision does not impede our work.

3.2. Data

There was an inquest following the infant’s death in Case 1, which involved a mathematical error whereby the patient received 10 times more medication than prescribed. Number entry research has shown that ‘out by 10’ are a standard class of errors that even skilled users may make [22]. This case received significantly more coverage than Case 2. The staff members involved in Case 1 were named in the coverage and the nurses were framed as culpable prior to the verdict. News reporting about Case 1 covered three distinct temporal periods (2009, 2010, 2012).

In contrast with Case 1, no individuals were publicly blamed in Case 2, in which one of four infants who were infused with the incorrect medication on a neonatal ward died. The error originated in the hospital pharmacy when the incorrect drug was mixed into the patients’ IV food. While the hospital acknowledged the error, a spokesperson said it was a ‘mistake’ and focused on contributing factors as well as procedural and spatial changes that would be implemented in the future.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We focus our results and discussion on one central theme relating to the data of each incident and how its narrative is constructed. Following this we discuss the trend across the two incidents and their narrative arcs to neglect device-related components of the errors.

4.1. Reading News Headlines

Headlines draw readers’ attention to news stories, and are critical to news discourse [2, 6, 7]. In examining the headlines associated with the cases where nurses were blamed for infant deaths (Case 1), the language used reduces the nurses to the incident and frames them in negative terms. More interesting is the variation in the headlines and how the language of headlines position nurses as in competent through the deployment of lexical items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms in Headlines</th>
<th>2009 (n=8)</th>
<th>2010 (n=24)</th>
<th>2012 (n=48)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nurse/s or name</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjective applied to nurse</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident applied as adjective to nurse</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Case 1 Headline terminology analysis
Although two nurses were involved in the error, most headlines (n=52) used the term ‘nurse’ or referred to one nurse by name, with an additional seven headlines using the plural ‘nurses’ (total 59/80 headlines). Further analysis also shows a temporal element: none of the articles from 2009 mention the nurse/s involved; instead all articles (n=8) from that period focus on the patient. In 2010, the emphasis is evenly mixed with 24 articles, 13 of which have headlines referencing the nurses. However, in 2012, when the inquest into the death takes place, the headlines skew towards explaining one nurse (45/48 headlines; an additional headline uses ‘nurses’). Thus, there is a notable change over the news cycle of the story: while the subject of headlines immediately after the incident is the patient, in the two subsequent news cycles it is the nurse/s.

In the second reporting period (2010) there is also a discursive element of blame that occurs in some of the headlines that refer to the nurse/s. The use of adjectives works to frame the nurses as meriting blame. The five headlines that use adjectives to modify the nurse/s are all negative (lazy (n=2), distracted, bungling, and sickest). The adjectival use terms such as ‘bungling' or ‘lazy’ when preceding the term ‘nurse’ frame her as culpable for the error and challenge notions of her competency and work ethic. The use of the term ‘sickest’ in a headline frames the nurse in an exclusive category: first it is an absolute and second it implies that the error was purposeful rather than a mistake. Additionally, the focus on ‘lazy’, whilst not as dramatic, is a negative linguistic framing tool: it eliminates other possibilities that may have led to the error. Mathematical errors can occur for many reasons, individual and systemic, yet this immolates those options.

Other headlines reduce the nurse to the incident itself (e.g., ‘saline baby death nurse’, ‘fatal blunder nurse’ and ‘salt-death nurse’). Although there was one of these found in 2010, as Table 1 indicates, the bulge of these (n=9) were in the final reporting period (2012). In these examples, the death comes before the nurse, limiting her to it. The reduction of identity to the incident frames the nurse one-dimensionally as a ‘salt-death nurse’. By using the incident to modify the noun, the nurse is reduced to the incident and, through the lack of person-first language, becomes defined by it.

4.2. System-wide Responsibility in the News

In Case 2 system-wide responsibility was narrativised in the telling of the incident, and received far less news coverage than Case 1. In more than half (n=8) of the articles there was discussion of multiple spatial, ergonomic, and non-technical human factors that the hospital resolved to address in the future. Various other factors may also have contributed to Case 2 receiving less media attention: press culture and regulation differences within Canada affect what details can be reported and when [26]; and the decision not to publicly name any of the staff involved, resulted in a news story that did not have a ‘villain’ to anchor the narrative against a ‘helpless victim’, a pattern that can be found in news stories and other narrative forms, including folktales [5]. However, by immediately acknowledging system-wide factors and releasing a plan of how to avoid future errors of this kind, the hospital thereby engaged in ‘image repair discourse’ [3].

The hospital’s public relations approach included addressing systemic factors that were not tied to individual behaviours (e.g., interruptions) but to space, staffing targets, and labeling practices. Action points included increasing the size of the hospital pharmacy and the number of pharmacists on staff, implementing safety checks, (e.g., having a second member of staff double-check medication), relabeling Humulin R to its generic name “insulin” in order to avoid potential confusion with similarly named drugs, such as Heparin; and storing insulin in a separate part of the pharmacy, away from other drugs, including Heparin. Of these action points the last two are specific to the incident – changing how the drug is referred to and where it is stored – and will only prevent a like error from occurring in the future (i.e., an error involving insulin). So although these action points appear to broach system-wide issues that may have contributed to the error they do little in preventing other drug or medical device errors with similar causes. However, by addressing these concerns, the organization took control of the narrative, altering the story itself rather than the way it was framed and moved the focus away from individuals. What is critical is that regardless of the potential efficacy of these actionables with respect to patient safety, they are part of a narrative of ‘taking responsibility’ and allow the hospital to re-position the narrative. The hospital’s own telling (through their spokesperson) of the incident and their proposed actions take the focus from the error and patient death and move it onto their response to the error.

4.3. ‘It’s all about people’

Donald Norman succinctly described good HCI as ‘all about people’ [16]. While people are critical in design processes, our analysis illustrates that devices and design are absent in absent in this coverage. The errors in both cases were described as medication based: a ‘medication error’ and ‘medication mix-up’, respectively. In the total sample (n=94) there was no discussion of the devices used, how the devices may have contributed to the errors, or how better design could have prevented errors. In sum, devices were rendered invisible: organisations and the media did not discuss the possibility that design and devices could be improved. The narratives expressed in the public domain were about people, who were constructed as victims and/or villains. This emphasis is different from what Norman and others have called for; the argument for design to be people-centred requires taking situated contexts and actual practices into account and embedding that knowledge into design from the earliest stages. A significant portion of the articles (n=39) mentioned factors that contributed to the error (e.g., interruptions, physical space, labeling, double checking) that good design can broach; of those, 28 of the articles pertained to Case 1 (n=80) and focused on interruptions and the remaining 11 were from the Case 2 sample (n=14), which covered a wider range of systemic factors. A small number of those articles also discussed changes in guidance that resulted from the errors (n=3 for Case 1, n=8 for Case 2), but again the focus was on what staff members could do differently or how the workspace could be re-organised. These media case studies illustrate a lack of discourse regarding better design or the possibilities of design: in public and work life technology and design are conceptualised as fixed rather than iterative.

5. LIMITATIONS

As this study consists of a CDA of two historic case studies and relies on the information in our corpus, we do not have detailed information about the specific device models used; however, through CDA, rich insights are garnered and issues surrounding error interpretation are highlighted that could be of particular relevance for the development of healthcare technology including mobile and remote healthcare application design. This paper offers a theoretical viewpoint that can enhance the understanding of error interpretation in health technologies and inform design protocols that encourage post-implementation, in situ evaluation and monitoring.
6. CONCLUSIONS

While users are critical in usability and design processes, our research into news narratives illustrates that usability and design need to take a more prominent role in public discourse when errors occur. Our analysis shows that the reporting on usability related errors is already focused on people and their spaces and that this is problematic for HCI researchers and usability designers. Even when learning rather than blame is promoted, which has been encouraged by some (e.g., [24]) the discussion in these news narratives focuses on reframing user errors and workplace changes, including traditional ergonomics (e.g., moving supplies, making spaces larger), as is seen in Case 2. In both of our news media case studies, technology is seen as outside the realm of what can be transformed, and is discussed only in relation to ‘training’. Therefore, the socio-technical system whereby these devices are used, and real-life errors actually occur may be neglected. This suggests a schism with how devices are presented and perceived: there is a focus on human factors in design processes and usability, yet when errors with medical devices occur the device is often rendered invisible. This occurs within the organisations where the devices are used as well as how those errors are communicated to the general public; this can be seen in how the organisations and the news frame the error. It is not simply that a wider understanding of human factor design issues is needed in the general population or within organisations. Rather, we propose that design itself may benefit from a more informed and reflexive outlook if HCI practitioners and medical device designers have both awareness and a better understanding of the culture of errors, including news reporting of critical incidents. If there were wider public discussion when medical incidents occurred that included the possibility of design changes preventing future errors, then this could promote innovation in design, rather than supporting the status quo.
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